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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA BAR ASSOCIATION
Thursday, May 10, 1962
Registration for the sixty eighth annual meeting of the
South Carolina Bar Association began at 10:00 A.M. in the
lobby of the Fort Sumter Hotel.
The Plaintiffs' Attorneys Association held, a social hour and
luncheon at 12:00 noon.
The opening business session was called to order by Coming
B. Gibbs, Esquire, Chairman of the Executive Committee,
at 2:30 P.M. Mr. Gibbs introduced the Honorable J. Palmer
Gaillard, Jr., Mayor of Charleston. Mayor Gaillard made a
brief but warm and amusing address of welcome to the mem-
bers of the Bar.
David A. Gaston, Esquire, President of the Association,
then gave the President's Address.
ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT
MR. GASTON:
Fellow members of the legal profession, one of the oldest and most
honored in history, ours is essential above all others in maintaining the
democratic way of life permitted to us in our land today. "Liberty under
God and the Law" aptly expresses the concept of that which at great
sacrifice was established by those men of faith, our forefathers, and which
we on the front side of the iron curtain struggle to maintain. Thereby is
placed upon us, lawyers, a responsibility of immense proportions and
magnitude which we must recognize, accept and face with courage, deter-
mination and humility.
There are certain simple but axiomatic principles which must be recog-
nized.
(1) Liberty and freedom cannot exist without law and order.
(2) Maintenance of law and order depends upon the legal profession.
(3) To grow and continue strong, the legal profession must continually
be kept attractive to the top talent of the youth of the day.
(4) For the profession to continue to live and grow in the fast changing
world of today, its members must be ever alert to improve their capabilities
for service.
(5) The effectiveness of the legal profession is dependent upon the
recognition by the public of its important role, a respect for law and order.
(6) These things can be accomplished only, or at least better, by your
organized effort working for and through your bar association.
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Encompassed therefore within the lofty ideal of the maintenance of
liberty under law and the simple truths which I have tried to express are
the goals and programs of bar associations throughout the nation. These
include various interest and activities. Some are mundane, such as, Min-
imum Fee Schedules, Handbooks of Practice, The Passage of H. R. 10,
and Prohibiting Unauthorized Practice. Some are ambitious, such as,
Continuing Legal Education, Membership Drives and Intergrated Bars.
Some are lofty, such as, Promoting Administration of Justice, Improving
the Image of the Bar, Elevating the Standards of Integrity and the Cele-
bration of Law Day. Some are unfamiliar to many of us as yet, such as,
Legal Aid, Lawyer Referral and Lawyers Security Funds. All are beamed
to the purpose of the betterment of the status of the practitioner, the im-
provement of the legal profession and the rendering by it of better service
to the public.
Recently celebrated throughout the land was Law Day USA. Millions
heard the message, "A Government of Laws and Not of Men." Tributes
were paid to the faith of every American in the rule of laws and its
supremacy in the lives of free men. The difference between the rule of
laws and the rule of men is vividly demonstrated by a comparison of the
way of life in the United States and that in the Communist World. Our
laws are designed to allow the individual the greatest liberty commensurate
with the rights of others, so as to enable us to live together in orderly
peace and freedom and worship God according to our conscience. The
Communists on the other hand have no consideration for God, individual
liberty or human dignity. The all powerful Communist State is placed
first. It is dedicated to promoting disrespect for orderly existence and to
the overthrow of governments - to rule, if you please, by demonstration,
intimidation, insurrection, assasination and revolution. The American
lawyer above all others is in position by training and experience to fully
appreciate the meaning of our system, and to recognize the beginning of
any trend to undermine it and take away our cherished freedoms. The
lawyers of South Carolina are truly and genuinely Americans, both those
at the Bar and those on the Bench. We are proud to be able to say truth-
fully that here neither demonstrations nor any of the other undemocratic
tactics shall be countenanced. We know, for example, that "Liberty under
Law" and these cherished freedoms include the freedom to assemble and
associate, and the freedom not to associate; the freedom to work as well
as the freedom not to work.
The lawyers' responsibility to America is emphasized more than ever
before. We live in changing times. World wide unrest and demand for
change is felt here. As the functions of Government are changed and ex-
panded, there is shifting of power from the State to the Federal Govern-
ment. The framers of the Constitution, realizing that liberty is a precious
and fragile thing, were not willing to intrust it entirely to those holding
the reins of Government, and incorporated every possible check against
the potential abuse of power. However, there is an ever present tendancy
to rely upon a rule of men rather than a rule of law.
With only six per cent of the world's population, we produce one-half
of all the world's goods. The efficiency demanded of industry requires vast
outlays for facilities. Constant research is also needed to devise new
methods and new materials. This leads to big business, growing bigger -
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until a few industrial giants dominate the economy. Although the cor-
porate ownership is spread among more people, the management control
has tended to be narrowed into the hands of fewer men with smaller
ownership stake. We are told that the average holdings of management
of the nation's biggest corporations is less than three per cent of the
corporate stock.
Great power massed in the hands of a few men as corporate managers
has brought about the formation of a counter-balancing concentration of
the power of labor, organized under the control of a few hands. Thus
the great corporation is matched against the great union. It can hardly
be said that there is always free competition between these forces. We
cannot fail to realize that big business and big labor have at times used
the concentration of power, not against each other but in tandem, against
the consumer, who suffers in the resulting spiral of inflation.
This becomes one of the problems of Government. There are numerous
such internal problems for our Government which influence it to be-
come committed to a controlled economy. Added to them are the problems
which arise with our effort to extend our system of free enterprise beyond
our borders. We are plunged into competition for the friendship and
support of millions of people, thousands of miles away. The space race,
the flow of gold, and the competition of foreign labor are but a few of
the world problems which arise. To meet and cope with the demanding
issues at home and abroad, more agencies, bureaus, boards, commissions
and authorities are created. Bigness in Government becomes inevitable.
There appears to be a battle raging between big business, big government
and big unions. It is said that steps are being taken from a regulated to
a controlled, to a managed economy.
How does all of this affect the lawyer and his profession?
First, the economic position of the legal profession is not holding its
own with other professions and avocations. Increasing numbers of our
brother lawyers are accepting positions as salaried employees of Govern-
ment and industry for higher incomes and better retirement benefits.
The difficulties of private practice, and the protection of the rights and
interests of clients constitute a mounting challenge. More and more these
rights are involved with the increasing complexity of statutes, adminis-
trative agencies and varied procedures with which the average practitioner
is unfamiliar.
Second, the preservation and protection of the rights and interests of
the individual, the individual freedom of which we in this land are so
proud, demands the best efforts of the legal profession. The obligation is
clear. We owe it to ourselves, to the public and to this great nation to
put forth our best effort. Public responsibility requires us to take greater
part in the enactment of laws as well as in the application and interpre-
tation of them.
The organized effort of an independent bar is essential. Great strides
have been made during recent years. Without sacrificing the gaiety and
pleasure of the social benefits of the organization, our association has
undertaken many activities and programs calculated to improve and
advance the profession. This has been accomplished in past years only
by the unselfish contribution of time, talent and leadership of men of
insight and vision, and the work and co-operation of the entire membership.
1962]
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It will not be possible even to mention all of the things which have been
accomplished, or to name all of those who have taken part in the accom-
plishments. Neither is it necessary because you know and fully realize
what has been done. A few things will be recalled however by the way of
exultation at past accomplishments, and of projecting our thoughts to
future aspirations.
The increased activity of the association is reflected in the membership
which has advanced from 701 in 1955 to over 1,000 today. The two are
natural complements of each other. Members of the bar are more ready
to join an association which they know actively engages in worthwhile
programs to benefit the profession. One of the fruits of the membership
drive is the improvement of ethical standards, so important to a profession
dedicated and devoted to public service. The lateral contacts of the or-
ganized bar touching elbows is a strong force, supplementing individual
character, in avoiding ethical mistakes, because a tempted member hesitates
to lose the valued good opinion of brethren with whom he associates and
works. Whereas the non-member faces temptation without this salutary
influence.
The growth of the organization is also attributed to its active and
practical interest in increasing the income of its members. A very useful
handbook, including suggested minimum fee schedules, was compiled and
published by the association in 1957. This undertaking was so well
received that its chief compiler, John M. Scott, was asked to serve as
chairman of a Handbook Committee this year. You will be delighted to
hear more fully, by the report of his Committee, that another Handbook
is now ready for publication.
Whitney N. Seymour, immediate Past President of the American Bar
Association, has said:
"When we seek to help the Bar to improve its economic position, we
must be clear that we do so to enable the lawyer to do a better job for
his clients and the public. Dignified reward for professional services helps
to assure that the public will have a strong, independent Bar to defend
its rights and to preserve its liberties."
With these thoughts in mind, the unauthorized practice committee of
your association has been sufficiently active to prevent the increase of,
and to deter the practice of law by those who are unqualified and un-
authorized to do so.
Also with this in mind, there has been some effort to influence the
passage of H.R. 10 to permit professional persons and other self employed
individuals to participate in voluntary tax deferred retirement plans. The
bill before Congress, after some changes from that introduced in 1951 by
Congressmen Keogh and Reed of New York, would achieve for the
self-employed a measure of equality in the tax treatment of voluntary
private retirement plans commensurate with that now enjoyed by cor-
poration employees. It is still referred to as the Keogh Bill. More to
demonstrate the determination of our feeling your association has sup-
ported in South Carolina legislation to permit a round-a-bout way to
accomplish the desired result by providing for and permitting professional
associations and corporations. The provisions of the Keogh Bill are
believed to be more desirable especially for the small firm and individual
Vol. 14
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practitioner. You are urged to write your Senator with reference to your
individual views on this important legislation.
The active interest of both the State and Federal Judiciary in the af-
fairs of the association is commended and appreciated. By calling a
meeting of the Judiciary of the State Honorable Claude A. Taylor, Chief
Justice of the South Carolina Supreme Court, has made it possible for the
Justices and Judges to attend this convention. Also many lawyers are in
attendance who otherwise may have been kept away by court requirements.
The spirit of comradeship which is fostered by our convention meetings
includes the Judiciary without one bit diminishing but rather enhancing
the dignity of, and respect for our Courts. South Carolna is indeed
fortunate in, and justly proud of the long, spotless record of our Judiciary
which today is held in even greater honor and esteem.
As has been said, our interest and responsibility begin before laws are
enacted. Since the beginning of the Judicial Council in 1957, public service
has been rendered by the combined and organized effort of the members
of both the Bar and the Bench, not only for procedural reforms but to
influence other legislation. This year the Judicial Council considered the
proposed Business Corporation Act, and made recommendations to the
General Assembly concerning it. Also the provisions of the proposed Act
were studied by a committee of your association. The legislation was
enacted and will be the subject of study and discussion at the Law School
this summer as a part of the association's program of continuing legal
education.
We are on the threshold of realizing a practical program for the con-
tinuing legal education of practicing lawyers. This has been the dream of
bar associations and lawyers for a generation. Both the American Bar
Association and the American Law Institute have studied the practical
difficulties over a period of years. Several years ago they combined their
work under the auspicies of a joint committee of which John E. Mulder of
the Pennsylvania Bar is the Director.
In December 1958, the Arden House Conference, sponsored by the
American Bar Association and the American Law Institute and attended
by H. H. Edens, the then Vice President of the South Carolina Bar As-
sociation, emphasized the importance of continuing the education of the
lawyer in the field of professional competence and professional responsi-
bility. During the last few years each of the state bar associations has
taken steps to implement the thought that in order to perform their high
obligation to the public, the lawyers must keep abreast of changing legal
developments.
David W. Robinson, a past President of this association, at a breakfast
meeting at the Myrtle Beach Convention last year, proposed that the Law
School be asked to help the association with a continuing legal education
program.
In providing a program for the South Carolina lawyer it was natural
that the association should turn to the Law School for help. During the
years which have elapsed since World War II, a close and mutually
advantageous relationship has developed between the University Law
School and the State Bar. Since 1948 the association has sponsored the
Law Quarterly, has published therein its proceedings and made substantial
financial contributions to its success. The Association was the moving
1962]
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force in securing the funds for the Law School building. Through its
endowment committee, the Bar is providing capital funds useful to the
Law School in its teaching and scholarship programs. On the other hand,
the faculty of the Law School has done much to make our seminars suc-
cessful and has provided helpful articles and legal research for the Bar.
Like all true marriages, that of the Law School and of the Association
has been fruitful.
As a result, a concerted effort has been made this year in South Carolina
to plan and to implement a practical program of continuing legal education
for the practicing lawyer. We believe that, with the co-operation of the
University of South Carolina and of the faculty of its Law School, a
program has been arranged that will prove of great value to the State
and to our profession. The details of the program will be presented in
the report of the Association's Committee which has made the arrange-
ments with the University. The success of the program depends on your
enthusiastic support.
There have been so many who have helped with this program that I
hesitate to name some for fear of omitting others. However, mention
must be made of the help of John E. Mulder, Director of the Joint Com-
mittee of the American Bar and the American Law Institute, of Presi-
dent Sumwalt, of Dean Figg, of Professors Randall and Folk of the Law
School faculty, and of the hard work of the Committee headed by Eugene
F. Rogers.
The activity of the Young 'Lawyers Conference is inspiring and stimu-
lating to the entire association. Under the leadership of their chosen
officers, Glen E. Craig, Chairman, and William H. Gibbs, Executive
Committeeman, and with the youth, energy and enthusiasm of their entire
group, they have in their first year set a pattern and pace which promises
to be most rewarding and beneficial to the association. I mention their
luncheon receptions for the new members of the Bar as one of the suc-
cessful projects of their program.
I am sure you all have noted during the past year the outstanding
improvements in the News Bulletin which is now known as the "Tran-
script". The praiseworthy work of Augustus T. Graydon and David W.
Robinson II and their committee is recognized and appreciated by all
of us. I have received many letters from Bar Associations of other States
indicating that this publication has won national recognition and admira-
tion.
The association is indebted to the other members of your Executive
Committee for their faithful and diligent work during the past year.
Regular meetings have been well attended; the affairs and business of your
association have been competently promoted by this able group.
Also the chairmen and members of committees are to be thanked for
their faithfulness to the tasks assigned respectively to them.
The fine job done by our efficient, capable and personable secretary
deserves special mention. The success of the association and of this
convention depend on him more than any other one person. Though
engaged in a busy practice and other activities, he has handled thoroughly
and well the increasing demands of his office as our secretary. Only a
full time man could begin to take his place.
[Vol. 14
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You will be fully informed of all the activities which I have mentioned
through detailed reports to be made to you hereafter during this conven-
tion.
The good programs and activities which have been begun should be con-
tinued with vigor. It is suggested that it would promote the welfare
of the association and improve the "image" of the profession to place more
emphasis on the public relations activities. It would be beneficial, by news
articles and stories in the newspapers and on T.V. and radio, to keep the
public informed of the continuing legal education programs and other
activities, which we are undertaking to increase our capacity for service
and improve our profession. It is also recommended that the possibility
of the use of the state educational T.V. system for some of our programs
be more fully explored.
The privilege of our meeting again in the hospitable and historic city
of Charleston is a pleasure and joy to all of us. Beginning with Pinckney,
Rutledge, Petigru and Grimke, the great names of Charleston lawyers,
devoted to the service of the people of our land both in public affairs and
private practice, have continued to the present time. It is fitting that we
here today should rededicate ourselves to a like devotion through sup-
porting and participating in the programs of our bar association.
The honor and privilege of serving as President of this fine organization
of cherished friends, will ever be most highly valued. The gavel will be
turned over to my successor, knowing that under his leadership, the
activities of the association will go forward with increased momentum, and
pledging to him and to you my services to the association as a loyal mem-
ber.
DAVID A. GASTON
President of the South Carolina
Bar Association.
Secretary Prioleau read the Report of the Committee on the
Handbool prepared by Mr. Scott.
MR. PRIOLEAU:
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON HANDBOOK
Your committee has appointed sub-committees on various subjects to
be covered in the new or revised Handbook, such as forms, fees, etc. Most
of the sub-commitees have finished their work but one or two still have
some work to do. As soon as these reports are in, your committee will
determine just what the full context of the new Handbook will be and as-
certain the cost of publication and then present the recommended or
proposed Handbook with costs to your Executive Committee.
Your suggestions are sincerely solicited. We hope to prepare a Hand-
book that will be of real assistance to the lawyers in South Carolina and
will exert every effort to have it completed and in your hands before the
next annual meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN M. SCOTT, Chairnan
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The Report of the Committee on Forms prepared by Senator
Walter J. Bristow, Jr., was read by Secretary Prioleau.
MR. PRIOLEAU:
The Committee on Forms has been engaged in a study of the forms pre-
scribed by the South Carolina Code as well as forms in common use
among the lawyers of South Carolina. It has been determined that most of
the forms in common use need no change. This is not surprising when it
is considered that these forms have been used for many years by the
lawyers of South Carolina and any serious errors would have already
been discovered and corrected. Consequently, for the most part, changes
considered by this committee consist of minor variations in wording and
punctuation. Our committee will make a more comprehensive report when
this study has been completed.
WALTER J. BRISTOW, JR.
Chairman.
The Report by the Committee on Unauthorized Practice
was read by Secretary Prioleau.
MR. PRIOLEAU:
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW
Your committee respectfully reports that the pending action commenced
in Richland County by its predecessor Committee on Unauthorized Practice
of Law against a labor consultant has been successfully concluded. The
action was handled by Eugene F. Rogers, Esquire, Columbia, S. C., who
advises that an Order has been agreed upon enjoining the defendant from
the unauthorized practice of law. The committee expresses its appreciation
to Mr. Rogers for the efforts and services contributed by him in this
connection.
Only two other matters came to our attention. One involved an adver-
tisement which appeared in the June 7th, 1961 issue of The Woodruff
News, purporting to solicit the preparation of Wills by a person not
authorized to practice law, for a consideration set forth in the advertise-
ment. A letter from the chairman resulted in written assurance from
the solicitor that "This ad and practice has been discontinued and will
not be repeated". The other matter involved a recent request to study
the situation surrounding the Inter-Company Arbitration Agreement and
the numerous insurance companies who are parties to it for the purpose
of determining if certain activities in connection therewith constituted
the unauthorized practice of law. Such study should be made and the
results reported at the next annual meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD C. SEIGLER
Chairman, Committee on the
Unauthorized Practice of Law.
[Vol. 14
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The Report on the Special Endowment Fund was presented
by Dean Samuel L. Prince.
DEAN SAMUEL L. PRINCE:
The undersigned constitute the Special Committee on Memorials to be
entered into the Association's memorial book entitled "Memory Hold The
Door".
We are distributing among you a list of those for whom memorials
have already been formally inducted into the memorial book and following
this list there appear the names of nine others whose memorials will be
formally inducted this coming December.
These memorials being established this year are for the following: J.
Edwin Belser, Judge Frank B. Gary, C. T. Graydon, R. B. Hilderbrand,
Judge G. Dewey Oxner, Judge Taylor H. Stukes, Albert C. Todd, Chas.
A. Young and Judge A. M. Lumpkin.
Two of the contributors to the memorial funds have contributed amounts
sufficient to establish scholarships. All the rest have contributed cash or
made bequests approved by this Committee of One Thousand Dollars each.
There are four of these bequests and they are made by donors in their late
years.
Respectfully submitted,
DEAN ROBERT McC. FIGG, JR.
School of Law, Columbia, S. C.
THOMAS H. POPE
Newberry, South Carolina
DAVID W. ROBINSON, JR.
Standard Bldg., Columbia, S. C.
THOMAS P. STONEY
51 Broad St., Charleston 3, S. C.
SAMUEL L. PRINCE, Chairman
P. 0. Box 1745, Station A,
Anderson, S. C.
The Report on Fees was presented by Mr. Carlisle Roberts,
who, at the conclusion of the Report, moved the adoption of
the recomemndation in the Report. The motion was seconded
by Mr. A. T. Graydon and unanimously passed.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FEES
Your -Committee on Fees was appointed for the specific purpose of
.suggesting a revision of the minimum fee schedule in connection with the
revised edition of the Handbook. Since it has been determined to delay
the republishing of the Handbook for some months, there will be an oppor-
tunity for continued study of the very troublesome question as to what
are proper fees to be charged by lawyers. A great deal of work has been
done and it is recommended that the project be continued and pursued
vigorously.
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Your Committee's work has lead to two glaring truths. The first is
that the income of lawyers has miserably failed to keep pace with that
of other professions and of the economy in general. A survey by the
United States Department of Commerce discloses that the percentage
of the national income spent for legal services has dwindled to one-third
of what it was twenty-five years ago. In those twenty-five years, the
lawyer has suffered staggering increases in taxes, payroll expense, rent
and other costs and where his income should have increased 300% to
maintain his relative position in the economic structure, the lawyer has
had an increase of a mere 58%. This compares with a national average
in increase of income of self employed persons of 144%.
This indicates that lawyers should take stock and do something about
their income. They owe it to themselves, to their families and indeed to the
public. To receive an income appropriate to the value and standing of
the legal profession, assuming that we are presently working diligently
and doing an acceptable job with the work that we have, there are only
about three ways to increase income: One is to charge more for what we
are doing; another is to get more business; a third is to cut expenses.
The latter does not seem to hold much hope; hence, we must concentrate
upon the first two items. Lawyers certainly do not want to overcharge
but we are entitled to fair compensation for our services and as a motto
in this connection, we plagiarize from an article we read: "Don't fear
fair fees." Study what is a proper fee and have the guts to demand it.
And as to getting more business, not with respect to the individual at-
torney but to the entire legal profession, the Bar needs to engage in
public relations work designed to acquaint the public-with the services
which lawyers are equipped to render.
In addition to too little income, the second glaring truth is that a
number of studies have indicated that lawyers who keep time records
make a great deal more money than those who do not. For example,
in 1959 the gross income of time-keeping attorneys in the state of Minne-
sota averaged 46% more than the gross income of non-timekeepers. This
is ine dramatic way of increasing net income without getting any new
business or cutting expenses.
In 1960 the Illinois Bar Association employed a management consulting
firm from Philadelphia to analyze the meaning of answers and figures
garnered from questionnaires filled in and returned by nearly 7,000 Illinois
lawyers. In June 1960 -the Illinois Bar Association held a two day
Economie Institute at which lawyers from all over, the state gathered and
considered the bread and butter questions of how 'to make a better living
and how to run a better law office. South Carolina needs 'to do this.
Chief complaint expressed by members of this association sent into
the Fee Schedule Committee during the past year has had to do with the
refusal of the Federal Housing Administration, the Veterans' Adminis-
tration and other government agencies to allow realistic fees in connection
with mortgage foreclosures. This is a serious problem, aggravated by
the unwillingness on the part of.many lending institutions to" supplement
the fee allowed by FHA and VA. The Richland County Bar Association
has taken a step designed to help the latter problem by including in its
minimum fee schedule adopted January 9, 1962, a provision that "the
minimum fee shall be adhered to irrespective of the fact that a Govern-
10
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ment Agency may not reimburse the client the entire fee charged." As
to the Government Agencies, the Veterans' Administration for example
adopted its present approach to fees in 1946 and 1947 and it is your
Committee's feeling that the central offices of respective agencies should
be requested, with proper political backing, to re-examine the matter
of foreclosure fees in the light of present conditions.
Your Committee on Fees recommends: 1. That the President and
Executive Committee give thought to the feasibility of holding a program
for attorneys similar to the Economic Institute put on by the Illinois Bar
Association.
2. That the President and Executive Committee give thought to ap-
pointing a committee charged with the duty of inquiring as to how the
public may be better informed of the services which lawyers are prepared
to render.
3. That the central offices of the Federal Housing Administration, the
Veterans' Administration and other Government agencies involved, be
earnestly requested to review the matter of fees to be allowed attorneys
in mortgage foreclosures in order that they may be brought in line with
present day conditions and that our Senators and Representatives in Con-




May 10, 1962 J. B. SALLEY, JR.
R. M. JEFFERIES, JR.
EDWARD D. BUCKLEY








Secretary Prioleau read the report of the Committee on
Insurance prepared by Mr. Nettles.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE
The Insurance Committee for the South Carolina Bar Association re-
spectfully reports: I .
During the course of the past year, through notice in the Bulletin and
through individual notices to subscribers to the group. hospital plan, the
membership has been apprised of the increase in the rate to be charged
by the insurer for such insurance. The Executive Committee referred the
matter to 'this Committee for investigation as to the propriety of the
increase.
There is no question as to the right of the insurer to adjust the premium
for any renewal and to establish new premium tables: that is expressly
19621
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reserved in the policy. Hence the real inquiry becomes whether the cost
of the insurance at the adjusted rate is inordinately expensive and non-
competitive, and thus whether the interest of the Association's subscribers
to the plan would be best served by seeking another insurer.
From the inception of the plan through 1960, the gross premiums
received in connection with the hospital insurance program were in the
amount of $72,887.00. This figure, of course, includes commissions. During
that time, actual claims paid were in the amount of $83,644.00. This gives
a loss ratio of 114.7%; when commissions, claim expense, etc., are con-
sidered, the ratio is even higher. The situation is not one peculiar to our
particular plan, but seems to be the general experience of companies
writing this type of coverage, in view of the continually increasing cost
of hospital care, physician's services, medicines and medical appliances.
As a result, there has been throughout the industry a substantial upward
adjustment in premium rates. While the subject increase is not identical
in all age groups, it varies between 20% and 25%. On the basis of the
insurer's loss experience to date, this Committee does not feel that the
proposed increase is unreasonable.
While concrete proposals were not solicited, the Committee inquired as
to rates currently charged by other insurers for similar coverage. As
a result of this inquiry, your Committee feels that, even with the current
increase, the rate at which association members will be obtaining this
from the present insurer is substantially competitive with rates charged
by similar insurers under equivalent plans, and therefore sees no benefit
to be derived by the subscribers to the plan from a change in insurers.
Respectfully submitted,
S. AUGUSTUS BLACK
May 12, 1962 HARRELL M. GRAHAM
JOSEPH L. NETTLES, Chairman
Following these committee reports, Commissioner James J.
Reid of the South Carolina Industrial Commission and Cal-
houn H. Turner, Esquire, of Spartanburg conducted a panel
discussion on Workmen's Compensation. Commissioner Reid's
remarks were as follows.
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE IN HANDLING DISPUTED CASES
MR. REID:
Let me extend my greetings to the delegates from members of Industrial
Commission.
I also wish to thank the leaders of state bar association and attorneys
of state for including Workmen's Compensation as subject on program.
I wish to personally pay compliment to members of Bar who practice
before Industrial Commission. They have demonstrated excellent coopera-
tion and willingness to negotiate and have settled by compromise many
complicated and highly disputed cases.
[Vol. 14
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I have with me a prepared talk on some of the problems of causation
and evaluation under Workmens' Compensation. It has occurred to me
that you would probably be more interested in how the Commission is
functioning generally and its problems in connection with practice and pro-
cedure in handling cases.
This year I have averaged 30 hearings and 16 opinions per month.
This has entailed much travel over the state with several subsequent hear-
ings due to the fact that the original hearing was continued or adjourned
after taking testimony.
I wish to talk about two objectives:
1. Expeditious and efficient handling of cases as is inherent in the law.
2. Reflection and improvement of our ground rules of practice and
procedure required by growing industrial development, more acci-
dents, more disputed cases, and hearings.
Historically the Commission and attorneys have perpetuated a system of
laxity and looseness in regard to practice and procedure. This has in-
volved vagueness and ambiguity in the nature of the claim and response
thereto, easy continuances and many adjournments for subsequent evidence,
lack of readiness for hearing by the claimant's attorney who has been
counting on a settlement before or at time of hearing, lack of readiness
by defense attorneys due to receiving the case and file from the carrier
only a day or two before hearing and hope that negotiations would
materialize in settlement at time of hearing. There are times that the
attorneys for the parties arrive at the hearing still negotiating for
settlement and not prepared to prosecute or defend the ease. In some
instances settlement is effected at the call of the case or subsequent to
hearing the claimant's sworn testimony.
I am not complaining that we have too much work, too many cases to
be heard, for the fact is that the number of disputed cases is rather
moderate. I am not suggesting additional commissioners or hearing officers
to assist us. The fact is we do not need any assistance in hearing and
determining cases.
It does seem to me the time has come when we must adopt some rather
simplified, uniform, and efficient ground rules for practice and procedures,
so that due process may be assured, fairness may prevail in the receiving
of evidence and its evaluation.
I would like to describe to you some of the present practices to see
if you might agree with me. If you do agree with me, then I would
suggest that you recognize that the Industrial Commission, while it may
have the authority to do so, cannot effectuate improved rules of practice
and procedure without help and cooperation of the members of the Bar
of the State. Therefore, improvements in this regard must come from the
members of the Bar who are committed in their offices as trial attorneys
to support any change adopted.
As you know for purposes of hearing cases, we have five Commissioners,
that the State is divided into five equal districts according to past hearing
load, that each Commissioner is assigned to a district a month which
means each county is served at least once a month and the Commissioners
rotated from district to district counter-clockwise around the State.
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Under the Law, either party may request a hearing and when this is
done the case is placed upon the hearing docket. The docket turns on
the tenth of each month. That is, all cases entered upon the docket
before the tenth of the month are assigned to the Commissioners to be
scheduled for hearing during the following month. This is fairly fast
operation of the docket in getting cases scheduled for early hearing.
One noticeable defect at this juncture is that so often we cannot tell
from the original filing of a claim or request for hearing the nature of
the claim nor the benefits demanded and at the time of scheduling the
case, that is, giving notice to the parties with the framing of issues, there
has been no response from the defendants and it is difficult to know what
questions should be inquired into for determination. We may know by
judicial notice of our own records that a given employer operates under
the law and that a particular carrier insures his workmen's compensation
risk. Beyond that we may not know whether the claimant is an employee
nor know whether the parties can agree concerning accidental injury
arising out of and in the course of employment injury requiring medical
care or injury producing disability; whether maximum of improvement
has been reached or whether or not there is dispute concerning existence
of disability or dispute upon disability causally related to injury or the
matter of disfigurement.
There is no rule requiring the claimant to specify the nature of his
claim so that the defendants and the Commission may be aware of his
demands. However, we do have a rule (No. 18) which requires the
employer-carrier defendants to respond to a claim, if they are denying
the claim, setting forth the grounds of denial. Many defendants comply
with this rule setting forth general denial and sometimes setting forth
additional grounds of defenses.
Presently it is our view that under this rule when the defendants have
failed to comply therewith at the time of hearing, the defendants lose any
special defenses to which they might be entitled under thd Act, and that
the claimant's burden of proof is limited to proof of covered injury or
death with resulting need for medical care and entitlement to compensation.
That is, the defendants, in failing to comply with the rule, would lose the
defenses that no claim was filed within a year, no report given to the
employer within 30 days as required by the Act, that no review of prior
award had been requested within the year under change of condition or
that the injury or death was occasioned by the employee's intweication or
attempt to injure himself or another.
There is still some confusion and lack of agreement among members of
the Bar and the Commission concerning the scope and application of this
rule.
Some take the view that it is a poor rule which requires specification
of defenses by the employer and no specification of claims by thd claimant.
But as attorneys you can readily recognize the problem of framing of
issues and giving notice to the parties thereabout before hearing when
setting the cases for hearing, we do not know the nature of the claim
nor the nature of the defense.
As in the Longshoreman's and Harborworkers Workmen's Compensation
Act we may adopt two simplified forms which are really two simplified
584 [Vol. 14
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check lists of things that may be claimed for the claimant, and the defenses
that may be available for the defendants.
Upon receipt of the claimant's form with the check list specifying his
claim, a copy would immediately be sent to the defendants who would be
given 20 days to respond with their check list. At the end of the 20 days
the case would go on the docket whether the defendants have responded
or not. If they have not responded they lose all rights of special
defenses. From these sheets, issues could be accurately framed and the
parties so advised in time for preparation for hearing.
Presently we are giving to the parties at least 10 days notice of date
and place of hearing. But this is not necessarily the first awareness of
the parties that there will be a hearing. They are advised earlier in several
different ways that a dispute has arisen requiring determination by the
Commission. It may be that more than 10 days notice of hearing should
be advisable, in some cases. Oftentimes cases are scheduled in conflict of
terms of court in which attorneys of record are engaged and this is
difficult to avoid. Oftentimes we have defense attorneys and sometimes
claimant's attorneys who practice in a wide area of the state and may be
attorney of record in two or more contested cases in different places
which necessitates continuance in one or two cases. Very frequently the
insurance carrier will not forward a case and file to the defense attorney
until one or two days before hearing so that he has little or no time for
preparation. This is a matter solely between the attorneys and the carrier
and under any rule this problem could arise but it is no reason for
continuance of a case nor adjournment for witnesses who could not be
arranged for hearing.
Most of our continuance of cases and especially adjournments for
additional proceedings is due to the difficulty in procuring medical testi-
mony. It is a rare but refreshing experience to have both parties prepared
to present all their evidence at the first hearing.
It seems doctors are never available to testify in the mornings and
that the Industrial Commission and attorneys over the years have adjusted
themselves to the convenience of the doctors by not subpoenaing them but
to have them stand by on call of 15 or 20 minutes and scheduling cases
in the early afternoon for them. Very often doctors are not available
under any circumstances because they are in surgery, an emergency has
arisen, they are out of town on medical matters, etc.
It would seem that in the efforts to speed up processes, the power of
subpoena and enforcement thereof must be instituted and the use of
depositions, prehearing and within a reasonable time posthearing for
material medical and other witnesses.
There seems to be much laxity and looseness perpetuated by us all,
concerning continuations and adjournments without any penalty as a
deterrent and no time limitation imposed upon post-hearing stipulation
and depositions for the completion of the case.
When a case is adjourned for additional proceedings in the county
where it originated or elsewhere, it may be two or three months before
the hearing commissioner can conduct additional proceedings. Even then
there are the contingencies of the parties producing further delays of
completion of the case.
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One of the big problems in procuring all the medical testimony concerns
how far should a witness be required to travel to a hearing.
Let me give you an example of a problem which occurs very frequently
upstate. An employee injured in Spartanburg may be treated by physicians
there and physician in Greenville and the claimant's attorney may refer
the claimant to a physician in Columbia or some other city for exam-
ination. The hearing originates in Spartanburg; the parties of the doctors
in Greenville will not have the doctors present and ask for a subsequent
hearing at Greenville for this purpose. If the Greenville doctors are
desired by the claimant's attorney, the claimant cannot complete his
case until that is procured and the defendants have the right not to com-
mence their case until the claimant has rested which means the hearing
starts in Spartanburg, goes to Greenville, back to Spartanburg and then
there may be need for additional proceedings at Columbia or elsewhere,
if a deposition is not filed. And at the end of such proceedings medical
testimony may be so in conflict that resolution cannot be made and the
Commissioner finds it necessary to refer the employee to another physician
or panel of physicians for a fresh and "impartial" approach or evaluation.
Simply - shall we require medical witness form Greenville to come to
a hearing at Spartanburg which is 29 miles away?
Shall we place a limitation of 50-40-20-10-5 miles for attendance of
witnesses in order to speed up the process?
Generally, it is my firm belief that there should be real dynamic effort
to shorten the period of time from filing of a claim in which liability for
compensation is not readily accepted to the time of final adjudication by
the Industrial Commissioner or Full Commission.
For this objective we will need the benefit of intelligence, experience,
support and cooperation of the members of the Bar who practice before
the Industrial Commission in effectuating efficient and fair rules for
practice and procedure.
Two years ago the Commission referred this problem to the Judicial
Council to set up a subcommittee to look into the matter. I assume this
committee is continuing.
If you should agree with me that we need your help in regard to these
matters I have mentioned, then as a starter suggest that the Bar select
an appropriate committee of attorneys from the field of plaintiff prac-
titioners, the field of defense practitioners to work with the Commission
in further identifying these problems of practice and procedure and if
cause should be found for modification of the present unwritten loose and
lax procedures to suggest practical changes.
Mr. Gibbs expressed the appreciation of the Association to
Mr. Reid and Mr. Turner for the very fine discussion on Work-
men's Compensation.
Mr. Gibbs named David W. Robinson, Esquire, H. H. Edens,
Esquire, and T. P. Riley, Esquire, Chairman, to serve as a
Committee on Resolutions.
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The members then held caucuses by Judicial Circuits for
the purpose of naming electors from each Judicial Circuit to
comprise the Nominating Committee.
Following the selection of the Nominating Committee, the
first business session adjourned.
During the business session the ladies were taken on a tour
of Charleston homes by the Charleston ladies and visited the
Joseph Manigault House at 350 Meeting Street, the Nathaniel
Russell House at 51 Meeting Street and the Heyward-Washing-
ton House at 87 Church Street.
At 7:00 P.M. the members and their ladies enjoyed a social
hour at the Hibernian Hall followed by the Annual Banquet
which was also held at the Hibernian Hall. President David
A. Gaston presided and Dean Robert McC. Figg introduced
the speaker, the Honorable Richard E. Thigpen, Past Presi-
dent of the North Carolina Bar Association. Mr. Thigpen
made a very fine address which was thoroughly enjoyed by
those present.
Following the Annual Banquet, dancing was enjoyed by the
members and their wives at the Fort Sumter Hotel.
Friday, May 11, 1962
The Justices of the Supreme Court and the Judges of the
Circuit Court held a breakfast at 8:30 A.M., presided over by
Chief Justice Taylor.
The Committee on Continuing Legal Education, the Circuit
Vice Presidents, officers of the Association and other guests
met for breakfast at 8:30 A.M. to discuss the proposed pro-
gram in the field of continuing legal education. Eugene F.
Rogers, Esquire, Chairman of the Committee, presided.
The second business session convened at 10:00 A.M. with
Edward K. Pritchard, Esquire, Vice President, presiding.
P. Frank Haigler, Esquire, Chairman of the Committee on
the Law School, presented the Law School Committee Report.
Mr. Haigler urged all members of the Bar to visit the Law
School more often, in order to become more familiar with the
work being done there and the excellent program being carried
on and to, also, become acquainted with the students. Mr.
Haigler complimented the administration of the Law School
19621
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and assured the members that they could indeed be proud of
the very fine Law School that we now have.
Eugene F. Rogers, Esquire, presented the Report of the
Committee on Continuing Legal Education.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
An Interim Report on the activities of your Continuing Legal Education
Committee was filed with the Association on November 7, 1961. This Report
covers activities since that time. Your Committee has continued its plan-
ning looking towards its first summer school for lawyers. After the
Interim Report was filed, the Executive Committee adopted its recom-
mendations and requested the cooperation of the faculty of the University
Law School in making available the physical facilities of the law school
two days per week for a period of six (6) weeks during the summer of
1962.
The University Law School with the consent of the University of South
Carolina agreed to cooperate with the Bar Association and made available
to it the services of two (2) members of its faculty, to-wit: Mr.
Charles R. Randal and Professor Ernest Folk; and the facilities of the
Law School.
The South Carolina General Assembly at its 1962 Session passed a new
corporation law. This law provided the Committee with the material for
one of its courses. Coincidentally, the General Counsel for the Committee
that studied the bill and its recorder was Professor Ernest Folk of the
University Law School faculty.
As the result of the joint activity of this Committee, the Executive
Committee of the Bar Association and with the cooperation of the Uni-
versity Law School, plans were completed for our initial summer program.
Mr. Charles Randal of the University faculty agreed to instruct a course
in Estate Planning. The emphasis in this course will be on the planning
of estates, and problems in administration of estates with primary focus
on tax planning for estates.
Mr. Ernest Folk of the University faculty agreed to teach the course in
corporation law. The prime focus of this course will be the South Carolina
Business Corporation Act of 1962. Emphasis in this course will be
placed on the changes from the previous law, problems of the lawyers
and businessman in the transition to the new law, and business planning
under the new law. Developments in corporations generally will be dis-
cussed.
The May, 1962, copy of the transcript sets forth the content of these
courses in detail and your Committee incorporates by reference the entire
issue of the May, 1962, transcript as a part of this report.
The necessity of a program providing for the Continuing Legal Edu-
cation of the Lawyer is obvious. Lawyers today are confronted with
problems of vast and increasing complexity. The following comes from
the Report on the Arden House conference dated December 16, 1958,
and we believe is applicable:
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"No law school education can be expected to deal with all of these
problems. A practicing lawyer has an obligation to continue his
education throughout his professional life. This education not only
must increase his professional competence but also better qualify
him to meet his professional responsibilities to his clients and to the
public.
The organized bar has the primary obligation to make this continuing
legal education available to the members of the profession. A gen-
eration ago the bar recognized its responsibility for the adequate
education of law students. Today it recognizes a comparable responsi-
bility for the continuing education of practicing lawyers.
The bar must take stock of the existing resources for continuing
education of practicing lawyers; it must formulate educational goals
in this field; and it msut determine the means to achieve them."
Bar Associations throughout the country are recognizing the need for
a program of education for lawyers and are sponsoring seminars, institutes
and summer schools for lawyers. These programs place emphasis on pro-
fessional competence and some place emphasis on professional responsi-
bility. We believe it is necessary to increase the professional competence
of the members of our bar, to better qualify him to meet his professional
responsibilities to his clients and to the public. We must also emphasize
the professional responsibility of the lawyer.
It is obvious that it takes a tremendous amount of time and effort to
properly present an acceptable institute or seminar and an even greater
amount of time to sponsor a summer school program. All states with better
educational programs have solved some of their problems through profes-
sional, administrators.
The Arden House Report suggested professional administration as
opposed to education at what might be called "the amateur level". A
program of continuing legal education at the state level is pretty much
a hit or miss proposition under the supervision of the State Committee,
even though the State Committee be conscientious. The average lawyer
simply does not have the time to put on a program of continuing legal
education in a professional manner.
The Arden House Report had this to say about this problem:
"Those who have had the most experience and have been most suc-
cessful in developing continuing legal education were the most em-
phatic in asserting the importance of efficient and adequately com-
pensated full-time professionals serving as administrators or as
members of an administrative staff. In the nature of things it is clear
that the work is so time-consuming and requires such expert knowledge
and experience that it cannot be done by volunteers. This is not to
say that there is no need for work by others than the professionals
because, of course, in planning and promoting, volunteer and amateur
help is indispensable. But without the day-to-day and month-to-month
and year-to-year work of the professional there cannot be the sort of
continuity and evolution necessary to make the new program of
continuing legal education a success.
The expense involved is insignificant in proportion to the value of
the results. And the experience where the most and best education
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has been offered is that those who take advantage of it are perfectly
willing to pay enough to cover expenses. Assuming that the education
offered is of the proper quantity and quality, the student will be
willing to pay for it just as he is willing to pay college or law school
tuition fees. Almost nowhere in the educational field does the student
pay anything like the cost of the education he is given. Certainly
this is true in continuing legal education, where the practitioners and
professors contribute their services as organizers, authors and lec-
turers, almost without compensation."
There are now some fourteen (14) administrators in the various states.
According to Mr. John E. Mulder, Director of the Joint Committee on
Continuing Legal Education of the American Law Institute and the
American Bar Association, there are now some half-dozen other states
moving in this direction. He anticipates that eventually there will be as
many as 35 states which will have administrators. Some states have a
part-time administrator. Other states are considering the possibility of
an administrator in an area consisting of two or more states. Maryland
has a part-time administrator who teaches at the University Law School
and is Executive Secretary of the State Bar Association.
West Virginia has an administrator who is a part-time instructor on the
faculty of the University of West Virginia Law School.
After a year of study and the experience of sponsoring a summer school
for lawyers, it is the opinion of your Committee that it would be to the
best interest of your Bar Association that its Executive Committee be
authorized to employ some suitable person to administer a program of
continuing legal education. We believe this administrator should have
such duties as might be set forth by the Executive Committee including
the duty of instituting a long range program of legal education designed to
promote professional competence and professional responsibility among







There followed a panel discussion on continuing legal edu-
cation with the following panelists: John E. Mulder, Esquire,
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the Director of the Continuing
Legal Education Program for the American Bar Association
and the American Law Institute, Dean Robert McC. Figg,
David W. Robinson, Esquire, A. T. Graydon, Esquire, Eugene
F. Rogers, Esquire, Professor Charles H. Randall, Jr. and
Professor Ernest L. Folk of the University Law School faculty.
Mr. Graydon explained how the Continuing Legal Education
Program scheduled for this summer at the Law School would
operate. He explained that the program would consist of two
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courses, one concerning the new Corporation Law and the
other on Estate Planning for average size estates. He pointed
out that it is particularly important for members of the Bar
to learn about the new Corporation Law, which was passed by
the General Assembly this year but is not effective until
January 1, 1964. This gives all members of the Bar an oppor-
tunity to study the law before it goes into operation and help
iron out any 'difficulties that may be found in it.
Mr. Folk, who did most of the work in preparation of the
new Corporation Law, stated that the new law was written
in response to the need of a modern corporation law in this
state. He pointed out that the state is becoming more indus-
trialized and that there is a greater need for this type of law,
which, in effect, overhauls the old law and contains many new
provisions which are not present in the old law. He stated that
the objective was to give a more comprehensive treatment of
legal problems in connection with corporations and to adjudi-
cate in advance questions not presently determined by the
courts of this state. Professor Folk stated that the new law
allows an attorney and his client more freedom in planning
and organizing a corporation as the new law is set up to best
suit the needs of corporations of all types. He pointed out
that the new law allows the lawyer to plan more carefully
with his client by anticipating growth of future business, thus
helping in many ways to eliminate amendments which can
prove costly. He discussed the fact that the summer course
in Corporation Law will be primarily focused on the new law
and will give the practicing lawyer an opportunity to get an
understanding of the new law before it takes effect.
Professor Randall then spoke on the Estate Planning Course.
He stated that this would be a planning course rather
than a litigation course and is a challenge in that it does not
deal with the law today, but with the law as it may be tomor-
row when the trust or will goes into effect. Professor Randall
brought out the fact that Estate Planning is quite a fascinat-
ing subject as it cuts across seven or eight fields of law, such
as trusts, wills, corporations, the entire tax field and conflicts
of laws. He discussed the fact that much of the work done in
this field is done by accountants, as few lawyers feel ade-
quate to address themselves to the problems in this field and
do not know how to participate in Estate Planning. As a re-
sult, they find themselves relying on trust officers in banks or
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accountants despite the fact that they have to give advice
in this field and should know enough to make a contribution
in planning estates for clients.
Dean Figg then discussed the relationship between the
Bar Association and the University in setting up the sum-
mer program. He pointed out that it is the major respon-
sibility of the Bar to get into the field of continuing education
and that the responsibility of the University is to teach, but
that with the full cooperation of the University he is happy
that these courses have been organized and feels sure that all
practicing lawyers can benefit considerably by the summer
courses. Dean Figg feels that the courses this summer might
be considered as a pilot program and that it will be watched
with interest, not only by the Bar but by the University. He
advised that the University authorities have endeavored to
keep the expenses to members of the Bar to a minimum and
that the University is doing everything it can in this field
consistent with its mission. He pointed out that, after this
pilot program shows what can be done, it is up to the members
of the Bar Association and the University to get together and
broaden the program. He stated that the emphasis on the
courses offered this summer will be on a practical how-to-do-it
approach and not primarily on an educational basis. He urged
the lawyers to participate in the program and advised that
he intended to take the courses himself.
John E. Mulder, Esquire, then spoke. Mr. Mulder gave a
brief history of the movement for continuing legal education
from its start on an amateur basis up to the present time when
it is on a professional basis. Many states now have admin-
istrators on either a full time or part time basis.
The duties of a professional administrator are to interest
law schools in participating; to run and organize programs
under supervision of a State Bar Association's policy commit-
tee. This policy committee should be appointed to a minimum
of a three year term on a staggered basis. In some states, the
Executive Secretary of the State Bar acts as administrator;
some states have only part time administrators, depending on
what each state can afford.
The Committee on Continuing Legal Education recommends
that the program be broken down into three or four types.
The first type is for the general practitioner and consists of
[VoI. 1
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one day institutes on a regional basis around the state. These
institutes may be held on a variety of subjects. Sometimes
they may cover only one phase of a subject in one year, to be
followed by the second phase and so on until the entire sub-
ject has been covered. To this first type may be added an
annual tax school for general practitioners.
The second type school is of a special training type for
newly admitted lawyers to bridge the gap between law school
and setting up an office for actual practice. This covers a
variety of subjects and is a step by step procedure. The course
includes check lists, booklets and materials which are of help
to the new lawyer so that he will not have to learn the hard
way at the expense of his clients and sometimes at his own
expense.
The third type is advanced training courses for general
practitioners who want to know more about a subject than
they now know. South Carolina is a jump ahead of other Bar
Associations in this respect.
The fourth type is something that may not be wanted or
needed in South Carolina. This would inclued seminars on a
higher level for specialists and may include seminars for
lawyers who desire to specialize. Mr. Mulder recommended
that the South Carolina Bar Association concentrate on the
first three types.
In speaking of administrators for the Continuing Legal
Education Program, Mr. Mulder noted that, of all the states
that have an administrator, not all of them are on a full time
basis. When an administrator is selected he can meet with
the National Association on Administration once a year and
can also get help from the National Association. A new ad-
ministrator can go to the national office for an orientation
course and advice on how to conduct a program. He is
furnished a manual and materials. Mr. Mulder felt that there
is no difficulty in financing a program of this kind with an
administrator as the lawyers can be expected to pay their
share for their own education. Some states have a self-sup-
porting program, but other states feel that they do not wish
to make it self-supporting.
The qualities to look for in an administrator are public
relations ability; law background; ability to get along with
lawyers, and an ability to organize.
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David W. Robinson, Esquire, emphasized that there were
two reasons why each practicing lawyer should take part in
the Continuing Legal Education Program. First, the pocket
book reason and second, the question of professional respon-
sibility of a lawyer to his client. Mr. Robinson stated that
when a lawyer advises a client, and does so without adequate
education, he is not carrying out his professional responsi-
bility. He pointed out that we were fortunate to have one
law school in the center of our state, a University keenly
aware of the need for educating our lawyers because of the
fact that the lawyers, in effect, run the state. Our Governor,
members of the Legislature, and trustees of the University
are practically all lawyers. To have good government, we
should have better educated lawyers. Mr. Robinson advised
that he felt so strongly in favor of the summer program that
his firm would send at least two members to school this sum-
mer and expects to receive back ten fold the benefits derived
from the school.
At the conclusion of the panel discussion, President Gaston
expressed his appreciation to the members of the panel and
to the members of the Committee on Continuing Legal Edu-
cation and, particularly, to Mr. Mulder for his most valuable
assistance in setting up this program. Mr. Rogers moved that
the Executive Committee be authorized to employ an adminis-
trator as recommended in the Report of the Committee on
Continuing Legal Education when the Executive Committee
felt that this would be feasible. The motion was seconded by
Mr. Coming Gibbs and unanimously carried.
Mr. Pritchard again urged all the members who could
possibly do so to attend the summer school course at the
University this summer. The second business meeting was
then adjourned.
During the morning, the ladies were entertained on a walk-
ing tour visiting many homes and gardens in Charleston.
The Judicial Council held a meeting at 11:30 A.M. with
Chief Justice Taylor presiding.
At 12:30 P.M. the members and their ladies enjoyed a
social hour held at the Fort Sumter Hotel. At 1:30 P.M.
everyone boarded buses from the hotel for The Citadel where
the annual luncheon was held at 2:00 P.M. President David
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A. Gaston presided over the annual luncheon, and Frank B.
Gary, Esquire, introduced the speaker, the Honorable John
C. Satterfield of Yazoo City, Mississippi, President of the
American Bar Assoication. Mr. Satterfield made an excellent
address wherein he pointed out the value of lawyers belonging
to the American Bar Association, their respective State Bar
Association and their Local Bar Association.
President Gaston, in behalf of the Association, expressed
warm regards to Mr. Satterfield for his very fine address and
assured him that he would always be welcome to all meetings
of the South Carolina Bar Association.
The Young Lawmyers Conference met at the Mark Clark
Hall at 3:15 P.M. Following the annual luncheon, the mem-
bers and their ladies were given a conducted tour of The
Citadel, and at 4:15 P.M. the Cadet Corp put on a dress
parade in honor of the South Carolina Bar Association. At
the conclusion of the dress parade, the buses departed from
The Citadel and took the members and their ladies to their
hotels.
At 5:45 P.M. a reception for members of Phi Alpha Delta
was given at the Fort Sumter Hotel. At 7:00 P.M. the Annual
President's Reception and Buffet Supper was held at the
Francis Marion Hotel. Following the Annual Reception and
Buffet Supper, a large number of the members and their
wives attended the Dock Street Theatre, which had made
special arrangements to accommodate lawyers and their wives
attending this meeting. At 9:30 P.M. at the Fort Sumter Ho-
tel, the annual dance was held.
Saturday, May 12, 1962
The third business session was convened at 10:00 A.M.
with President David A. Gaston presiding. Mr. Gaston ex-
pressed appreciation for the arrangements made by The
Citadel for the luncheon, tour, dress parade in honor of our
Association and other courtesies extended to our organization.
He advised that General Mark Clark expressed his regrets
that he could not be present due to a conflicting out of state
speaking engagement. General Lewis G. Merritt presented
the Report of the Judicial Council.
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REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL COUNCIL
The Judicial Council was created pursuant to an Act of the General
Assembly of 1957, and charged with making a continuous study and sur-
vey of the administration of justice in the state, and of the organization,
procedure, practice, rules and methods of operation and administration of
all of the courts of the state, whether of record or not; and also of all
the agencies, boards, commissions bodies and officers of the state having
and exercising quasi-judicial functions and powers.
While not required to do so by law, the Council has since its organiza-
tion made a brief report to the Bar Association at the Annual Bar Meet-
in. Air. Chief Justice Claude A. Taylor has asked that this report be
submitted to you in order that the lawyers of the state might be kept
informed of the work of the Council and some of its hopes and some of
the goals to which it aspires.
The Judicial Council is composed of the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of South Carolina; two Circuit Court Judges; a Representative of
the Inferior Courts, including County Courts and Courts of Juvenile and
Domestic Relations; a Representative of the Probate Courts; The Attorney
General; the Dean or a Member of the Faculty of the Law School at the
University of South Carolina; the President of the Bar Association; the
Lieutenant Governor; the Speaker of the House; the Chairman of the
Finance Commitee of the Senate; the Chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee; the Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee; the Chair-
man of the House Judiciary Committee; the Director of the Legislative
Council; and six other members of whom at least four shall be members
of the Bar of South Carolina. The members serve without pay and only
receive a per diem and mileage while actually in the performance of the
duties for which appointed.
The Uniform Commercial Code which is sponsored by the National
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and the American Law Institute,
was drafted and finally completed after many years of hard labor by
dedicated men who are outstanding in the legal, commercial and industrial
fields. The Code seeks to make uniform all of the laws governing com-
mercial transactions. The General Assembly recently enacted a joint
resolution, which was suggested by the Judicial Council, providing for
the appointment of a committee of nine to make a detailed study of the
proposed Commercial Code and to make such recommendations to the
Legislature as the Committee might think proper. The Act provides that
three members of the Study Committee shall be from the Judicial Council.
A portion of the annual appropriation of the Judicial Council has been
allotted to the Committee for its use; however, at least one year and
probably two years will be required to accomplish the assigned iask.' While
the members of the Juidical Council believe that the proposed -Uniform
Commercial Code has a great potential for facilitating business trans-
actions generally, and more particularly those where interstate commerce
is involved, the Council nevertheless has no desire to press upon the Gen-
eral Assembly the adoption of this Act. The Council' does believe, however,
that our law makers should have the benefit of an annotated study' to
assist them in deciding whether or not the Code meets the- needs of the
people of the State.
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The Judicial Council reported to you last year in Mrytle Beach that a
new Business Corporation Act for South Carolina was in the making. This
is now a reality. The Judicial Council allotted approximately six thousand
dollars of its annual appropriation to this project, and we believe that
Senator Henry B. Richardson and the others of this Committee have pro-
duced a streamlined and thoroughly modern and useful set of rules for
the organization and operation of business corporations. This will be a
powerful stimulus for foreign corporations doing business in this State to
domesticate with us.
The Judicial Council has been granted the sum of five thousand dollars
from the Contingent Fund of the State to defray the cost of revision of
the Statutes governing Probate Courts. This revision has not been accom-
plished for the reason that the Council was primarily interested during the
past year in the enactment of the Corporation Act, and did not believe
it practical to have too many projects of the magnitude of these under
consideration at the same time.
This has presented a very brief resume of the Council's activities during
this year, and the Chief Justice has asked that you be reminded that the
Judicial Council will be most appreciative of any constructive suggestions
that any member of the Bar may be inclined to give, looking to the im-
provement of the administration of justice in this state.
GENERAL LEWIS G. MERRITT
0. Langdon Long, Esquire, discussed the work of the
Memorial Committee and expressed his appreciation to the
various lawyers throughout the state who had contributed
memorials for deceased members during the past year. Me-
morials are printed in this issue following the Minutes of the
Annual Meeting.
David W. Robinson, Esquire, presented the Report of the
Committee on the Constitution of the South Carolina Bar
Association. Mr. Robinson reported that this Committee had
been formed several years ago to consider proposed changes
in the Constitution. He advised that a number of these
changes had been adopted and that the Committee feels the
Constitution is now in good shape. He stated that comments
had been invited through the Transcript, but that none were
received. He advised that it was the feeling of the Committee
that no changes need to be made at this time in the Consti-
tution.
E. P. Riley, Esquire, presented the Report of the Resolutions
Committee.
Mr. Riley advised that no Resolutions had been handed in
to the Committee and-moved that the Bar Association express
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its sincere appreciation and thanks to: Mayor Gaillard, the
City of Charleston, Ben Scott Whaley and the Charleston Bar
Association, the Ladies Committee of the Charleston Bar
Association, the ladies who opened their homes and yards to
the members; General Mark Clark, officers and staff of The
Citadel who presented the luncheon; corps of cadets who
paraded. Also, express appreciation and thanks to the speak-
ers, President John Satterfield .of the American Bar Associa-
tion; Mr. Mulder of the American Bar Association and the
American Law Institute Committee on Continuing Legal Edu-
cation; Mr. Richard Thigpen of Charlotte, North Carolina;
Commissioner James J. Reid of the Industrial Commission of
South Carolina. Also, wish to express thanks to President
Gaston, the Executive Committee, the Secretary of the Asso-
ciation for preparing the programs and agenda and doing so
many things in connection with the convention; the Fort
Sumter Hotel, the Francis Marion Hotel, Brewton Inn, Har-
old's Cabin, Greylines, Sears, Roebuck, and all who partici-
pated in making the convention a pleasure. Particularly wish
to thank the Chief Justice and members of the Judiciary for
being in attendance at this convention. The Chief Justice,
three Associate Justices, twelve Circuit Judges, one U. S.
Court of Appeals Judge from the 4th Circuit and two U. S.
District Judges were in attendance. Mr. Riley moved that
particular appreciation and thanks be expressed to the mem-
bers of the Judiciary for attending. Mr. Pritchard seconded
Mr. Riley's motion, which was unanimously carried.
David W. Robinson, II, Esquire, reported on the Transcript.
Mr. Robinson expressed appreciation to A. T. Graydon, Es-
quire, for the time that he had contributed to the Transcript.
He reported that six issues had been published, plus an ad-
ditional issue on Continuing Legal Education which would be
on the desks of members when they returned to their offices.
He advised that the Transcript had two principal problems.
One was the lack of accurate mailing addresses and the second
was the need for ideas and materials. He requested that, if
anyone was not receiving the Transcript, they immediately
notify the secretary's office of their correct mailing address.
In addition, he urged anyone who had any ideas, information,
articles, talks, or anything of interest to the Bar, to mail it
to the Transcript Committee in order that the Transcript could
make these things available to the rest of the membership.
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President Gaston commented that Mr. Robinson had devoted
a great deal of time and talent to the Transcript, which had
resulted in a greatly improved news medium for the lawyers,
and was of great assistance to the practicing lawyer.
Glen E. Craig, Esquire, reported on the program of Recep-
tions for New Lawyers.
Our Association jointly with the American Bar Associa-
tion gave two luncheons during the year in honor of.
lawyers newly admitted to practice during the year-
These were held at the Wade Hampton Hotel in Columbia.
on the respective dates of admission of each class. Morez
than 90 people attended each luncheon, including mem-
bers of the Supreme Court, members of the Legislature,.
parents, wives and other guests of the new lawyers..
Justice Legge was the speaker in August, and Justice,
Moss was the speaker in April. The Committee is hopefulh
that the luncheons will be continued in the future.
This is a wonderful opportunity to get new men into the
Association and at the same time encourage new lawyers
to become members of the American Bar Association. Its
purpose is to welcome them to the profession and to
encourage them to participate on the county, state and
national level in the organized bar.
At the April luncheon there were 28 new lawyers who
attended and, of that group, 21 filed applications for
membership in the American Bar Association; one was
already a member, and others retained applications with
the intention of filing them later.
Thomas E. McCutchen, Esquire, reporting on Law Day,
advised that Law Day was observed in some counties and at
the University Law School but that more work should be done
on this program as it is an important one. Mr. McCutchen
expressed the thought that, if our Association worked closer
and took more advantage of the material prepared by the
American Bar Association in conjunction with Law Day, we
could have a much better and more educational observance of
Law Day in this state.
Secretary Prioleau read the Report of Frank K. Sloan,
Esquire, for the Committee on Procedural and Law Reform..
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PROCEDURAL AND LAW REFORM
The Committee on Procedural and Law Reform would respectfully
report:
Your committee in the past year has continued its efforts toward bring-
ing about modernization and improvement in the laws of our state.
The proposed new Rules of Civil Procedure, which has been the chief
program of your committee for several years past, was not pressed for
further consideration by the General Assembly this year as it was agreed
by the chairmen of the House and Senate Judiciary Committees, by a
number of legislative leaders, and by our Executive Committee, that the
short 1962 session was not an opportune time to commence the lengthy
process of carrying the bill through both houses of the legislature.
Your committee is pleased to report, however, that opposition leaders
in the State Senate have apparently decided they are now willing to go
forward with the adoption of the new Rules; and your committee confi-
dently expects that the two Bills which embody the necessary legislation
will be enacted in the 1963 session of the General Assembly. In this
connection, it is strongly recommended that the members of this com-
mittee be assisted in the promotion of these bills through the General
Assembly by all members of the Association who have an active interest
in this much-needed procedural reform. This should include both letters to
members of the General Assembly and apearances before the two Judiciary
Committees.
Your committee is pleased to report that several of its members made
appearances before the House and Senate Committees in the 1962
session of the General Assembly, to urge the adoption of the new and
modernized corporation law which has just been adopted. The active
participation in the writing and promotion of this important law reform
by various members of the South Carolina Bar Association was most
instrumental in obtaining its passage.
Finally, your committee would report that there appears to be a distinct
atmosphere conducive to law reform and modernization in our State at
this time, stimulated by the rapid growth of industry, population, and
volume of litigation. We urge the continued support of the South Carolina
Judicial Council and its law reform projects by this Association.
FRANK K. SLOAN, Chairman
CHARLES H. RANDALL, JR
EDWIN W. JOHNSON.
GEDNEY M. HOWE, J.
JOHN McCUTCHEON
J. LA RUE HINSON
CALHOUN THOMAS, JR.
HENRY H. EDENS
GEORGE COLEMAN (ex officio)
David H. Means, Esquire, presented the Report on the
Annual Survey of South Carolina Law.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE ANNUAL SURVEY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA LAW
In cooperation with the staff of the South Carolina Law Quarterly,
the committee is now engaged in the preparation of the Ninth Annual
Survey of South Carolina Law, covering the period from April 1, 1961,
through March 31, 1962, for publication later this year in the South Caro-
lina Law Quarterly. Previous surveys and committee reports of past years
have familiarized the members of the Association with committee opera-
tions. In the preparation of the current survey, no major changes in past
committee procedures are contemplated.
The members of the committee engaged in the preparation of the forth-
coming survey are Messrs. Ernest L. Folk, III, University of South Caro-
lina School of Law, Agency, Administrative Law, Trade Regulation;
Marshall T. Mays, Greenwood, Business Corporations and Partnerships;
Huger Sinkler, Charleston, Constitutional Law, Public Corporations;
Brantley Harvey, Jr., Beaufort, Contracts, Bills & Notes, Sales; Eugene
F. Rogers, Columbia, Criminal Law and Procedure; Henry Summerall, Jr.,
Aiken, Damages; Venable Vermont, Spartanburg, Domestic Relations;
Charles H. Randall, Jr., University of South Carolina School of Law,
Evidence, Taxation; Wesley M. Walker, Greenville, Insurance; David
H. Means, University of South Carolina School of Law, Landlord &
Tenant, Property; E. Windel McCrackin, Myrtle Beach, Miscellaneous;
Isadore S. Bernstein, Columbia, Pleading; Julius W. McKay, H. Simmons
Tate, Jr., and Harry M. Lightsey, Jr., Columbia, Practice & Procedure;
Clinch Heyward Belser, Columbia, Statutory Construction; Geo. Savage
King, University of South Carolina School of Law, Torts; Coleman Karesh,
University of South Carolina School of Law, Security Transactions, Wills
& Trusts; Richard J. Foster, Greenville, Workmen's Compensation.
DAVID H. MEANS, Chairman,
Committee on the Annual
Survey of South Carolina Law.
Coming B. Gibbs, Esquire, Chairman of the Executive
Committee, presented the Report of the Executive Committee.
Mr. Gibbs expressed his deep appreciation for the honor
and privilege of having been allowed to serve as Chairman,
but advised that, due to circumstances beyond his control, he
had been unable to attend many meetings which had neces-
sitated his turning over most of the Chairman's work to A. T.
Graydon, Esquire, Vice Chairman, and he requested that Mr.
Graydon make the Report for the Executive Committee.
Mr. Graydon reported that most of the activities had been
covered by the various committee reports. He explained how
the Executive Committee functioned this year with members
of the Committee assigned to work with and be responsible for
various committees of the Association. Mr. Graydon pointed
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out that the dues of $12.50 per year were not adequate to
carry on the program of the Association and that together
with the size and scope of the Transcript it was felt that an
increase was merited. He explained that out of the $12.50
dues $2.50 is paid toward publication of the Law Quarterly.
He explained that the Committee proposed to increase the
scope of the Law Quarterly and that, in order to do this, it
would be necessary to increase dues to $15.00. He advised
that the Executive Committee was going to look into the
matter of possibly hiring a part time person in connection
with the Continuing Legal Education Program. He further
advised that the Committee would continue to implement and
promote regular seminars. He requested the members to feel
free at all times to make suggestions to the Executive Com-
mittee. Mr. Graydon further reported that he and J. Bratton
Davis, Esquire, served as Secretary and Treasurer respectively
of a Committee to have a portrait of the late Chief Justice
Stukes painted. The cost of the portrait was $5,000.00 which
was mostly raised by individual contributions, with our As-
sociation making a contribution of $360.00.
Mr. David W. Robinson moved that the Executive Commit-
tee be authorized to increase dues to $15.00. Mr. Thomas H.
Pope seconded the motion, which was unanimously carried.
Mr. Walton McLeod moved that the Association go on
record and that the Secretary draft a Resolution to send to
the Congressional Delegation from South Carolina that the
South Carolina Bar Association favors the passage of the
Keogh Bill (H.R. 10). Mr. Heyward Clarkson seconded the
motion, which was carried.
Secretary Prioleau presented the Report of the Secretary-
Treasurer.
REPORT OF SECRETARY-TREASURER
As most of you know, the Association now operates on a calendar year
basis. For that reason, the annual financial report cannot be prepared
until the end of the year. This will be printed in the first Law Quarterly
published after January 1, 1963. This will give us a much better picture
of the Association's finances in the years to come as the reports given
at the annual meetings (in the past) covered anywhere from ten to
thirteen months depending on when the annual meeting was held.
It is safe to say, however, that we have to make some increase in our
dues or discover some new source of revenue if we are to continue to
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perform the functions that a State Bar Association should perform.
Before this is printed, I will have the bills for this meeting and will
compute how much the Association loses for each member that attends
the annual meeting. (After deducting registration fees, we sustained a
loss of $5,180.00; when divided by the 308 lawyers that registered, we
have an approximate loss of $16.81 per attending lawyer.)
I have opened a separate account for Continuing Legal Education, and
it is hoped that the summer program and seminars during the year will
be utilized at least to the extent that they are self supporting. Reports
from other State Bar Associations indicate this to be their experience
where a good program of Continuing Legal Education is sponsored. Quite
a few of the State Associations have derived sufficient income from this
program to pay either a full time or part time administrator for Con-
tinuing Legal Education.
Win. F. PRIOLEAU, JR.
Secretary-Treasurer
Mr. Yancey A. McLeod moved that a committee of seven
members be appointed representing the state geographically
and professionally to study with the President of the Bar
Association and the Chief Justice the needs of the State in
connection with the needs of the courts. Mr. McLeod stated
that the Legislature seems to have proceeded without a set
pattern to create new circuits and that a study should be made
of the needs for new circuits or new judges. He, also, moved
that the committee be authorized to attend the next session
of the Legislature to make its report in behalf of the Associa-
tion and its recommendations as to what circuits or judges
are necessary to overcome the congestion of the courts. Mr.
Arthur Rittenberg seconded the motion.
Mr. Graydon stated that the General Assembly had directed
the appointment of a committee which would have five mem-
bers of our Association as representatives of our Association
on the committee.
President Gaston inquired if it was the idea that this be a
special committee not to come under any other regular com-
mittee but to work separately from the one appointed by the
General Assembly.
Mr. McLeod expressed the opinion that this committee
should be a special committee and should not be a part of the
committee appointed by the General Assembly.
Mr. Nettles offered as an amendment to Mr. McLeod's
motion that a committee of five be created to study the in-
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crease of new circuits and judges and, also, to study the over-
all judicial arrangement.
Mr. McLeod accepted the amendment to broaden the motion
to include the general study of the judicial set up in South
Carolina.
Mr. David Robinson offered an amendment that the study
not only include the creation of new circuits, but the changing
of circuits and a study of all courts; juvenile, domestic re-
lations, etc.
Mr. McLeod accepted this suggestion as an amendment to
his motion.
The motion was carried as amended.
E. P. Riley, Esquire, Chairman of the Nominating Com-
mittee, reported that the Committee had not received the
nominations for several of the circuits and asked for an ex-
pression as to procedure. Mr. David Robinson moved that the
elections go forward and that the Circuit Vice Presidents from
these Circuits be inserted in the record when obtained from
the nominating members from those circuits. Mr. Heyward
Clarkson seconded the motion, which was carried.
Mr. Riley then read the list of Circuit Vice Presidents that
had been nominated.
SOUTH CAROLINA BAR ASSOCIATION
Circuit Vice Presidents
1961 - 1962
T. B. Bryant, Jr., 358 St. Paul St., P. 0. Box 265, Orangeburg, S. C., First
Circuit
Arthur D. Rich, Box 939, Aiken, S. C., Second Circuit
Ralph F. Cothran, P. 0. Box 491, Manning, S. C., Third Circuit
A. Lee Chandler, 117 N. Main St., P. 0. Box 216, Darlington, S. C., Fourth
Circuit
P. H. Nelson, 1321 Bull St., Columbia, S. C., Fifth Circuit
Tom S. Gettys, P. 0. Box 67, Rock Hill, S. C., Sixth Circuit
Robert A. Hammett, 505-7 Montgomery Bldg., Spartanburg, S. C., Seventh
Circuit
William T. Jones, 201-3 Grier Bldg., Greenwood, S. C., Eighth Circuit
Klyde Robinson, 105 S. Battery, Charleston, S. C., Ninth Circuit
G. Ross Anderson, Jr., 122 W. Whitner St., Anderson, S. C., Tenth Circuit
Julius H. Baggett, Augusta St., McCormick, S. C., Eleventh Circuit
Saunders M. Bridges, 318 W. Palmetto St., Florence, S. C., Twelfth Circuit
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J. Wright Horton, P. 0. Box 447, Greenville, S. C., Thirteenth Circuit
Felix B. Greene, Jr., P. 0. Box 267, Beaufort, S. C., Fourteenth Circuit
D. W. Green, Jr., P. 0. Box 7, Conway, S. C., Fifteenth Circuit
Mr. Walton McLeod moved that the nominations be closed
and that the nominees be elected by acclamation. Mr. A. T.
Graydon seconded the motion, which was carried.
Mr. Riley then read the nominations for membership on the
Executive Committee. The nominees were as follows:
Ben Scott Whaley, Charleston, First Circuit
James L. Moss, Jr., York, Fifth Circuit
Mr. George Campsen moved that the nominations be closed
and the nominees be elected by acclamation, and Mr. Lloyd
Willcox seconded the motion, which was duly carried.
Mr. Riley reported that Mr. Frank K. Gary of Columbia
had been nominated for First Vice President. Mr. Walton
McLeod moved that the nominations be closed and Mr. Gary
elected by acclamation. Mr. David Robinson seconded the
motion, which was duly carried.
President Gaston requested Mr. Frank Bailey and Mr. Wal-
ton McLeod to escort Mr. Gary to the rostrum where Mr.
Gary expressed his warm appreciation to the membership.
Mr. Riley reported that Mr. E. K. Pritchard had been
nominated for President. Mr. Lloyd Willcox moved that the
nominations be closed and Mr. Pritchard elected by acclama-
tion. Mr. Pope seconded the motion, which was duly carried.
President Gaston requested Mr. Thomas Pope and Mr.
Henry Smythe to escort Mr. Pritchard to the rostrum. Presi-
dent Gaston turned the meeting over to Mr. Pritchard, who
made a gracious and entertaining talk and announced the
remainder of the program for the convention. The business
meeting was then adjourned.
The members, their ladies and guests enjoyed a farewell
social hour at the Fort Sumter Hotel at 12:00 Noon.
At 3:30 P.M. a boat tour to Fort Sumter and a tour of the
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